Oberon, King of Summer Court
Golden hair, tall, with diaphanous skin and an athletic
body, golden eyes.
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The Sword of Af was stolen from my Castle ages ago. It's very dangerous if
someone releases the Angel from it

Faeries King of the Summer Court

Ancient Sorceror

I'm a King and should take responsability for the people that accompany me
on this mission: lead and protect them.
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Sharp mind

Lead and protect the other Heroes from harm
Take the artifact or destroy it
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INCREASED VITALITY

MAGICAL BLOOD
SENSE EMOTIONS
MYSTICAL SENSES

ILLUSIONARY AURA

SHRINK & WINGS

MAGUS (Shaman)
ESOTERIC KNOWLEDGE
SPIRIT SPEAKING
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☑ GLAMOUR. When you roll for empathy, seduction, deception,
illusion, agility or concealment DOUBLE a FAIRY Power but also
increase your MOON NUMBER by 1.
☑ EMOTIONAL FEEDING. When you inflict a D10+ emotional
Consequence or create an emotional Scene Trait at D10+, gain 1 KA.
☑ FAE IMMORTALITY. You are immune to suffocation, cold, vacuum,
poisons, diseases, drugs and radiations and can die only if your body
is destroyed or you are beheaded. Spend 1 KA or a Critical Die to use
your INCREASED VITALITY to recover a physical Consequence.
☑ CAT FORM. Spend 1 KA to create a CAT FORM D8 Scene Trait.
While in this form increase SHRINK AND WINGS for rolls to go
unnoticed, hide or move silently.
☑ LORD OF THE WILD. When you roll COMMAND OVER NATURE to
create Scene Traits related to nature and animals, add a D8 and
increase your Success Level by 1 OR double your Success Die
decreased by 1.
DARK TALENTS:
☑ ENRAPTURED BY BEAUTY. When confronted with beautiful things,
songs, people and emotions, gain 1 KA and increase a Consequence
because of this or take a RAPTURED D8 Consequence.
☑ DANGEROUS MAGIC. Gain 1 KA when you roll a MAGUS power to
add a D4 and increase your MOON NUMBER by 1: the Herald can use
any Shadow Die created by the roll to take any one of your
magic-created Scene Traits for himself.
☑ DECEITFUL. Gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow when you hide
your real goals, thoughts and plans from your friends.

Thin silver sword
Fairy Dust (counts as D8 for illusions)

☑ IRON VULNERABILITY. Gain 1 KA and increase any Consequence
inflicted with iron/steel or get a STRESSED D8 Consequence when
confronted with iron/steel weapons.

Oberon is a King of Fairies, the King of the Summer Court,
which uses to be friendly and benign toward humans.
Ages ago the Sword of Af was stolen from his castle and only
recently he heard that a group of adventurers was setting
sails to recover it. However the sword is a very dangerous
artifact, because it prevents Af, Angel of anger, from leaving
his prison. And while anger is something that needs to exist in
the world, letting it free would mean trouble.
So he joined, though he is not very keen on revealing who he
truly is and what he knows...

